
In fulfilment of its commitment of facilitating the Ease of Doing Business at the Nation’s seaports, the Management of the Nigerian Ports 
Authority has yet recorded another landmark with the commencement of Truck Transit Parking (TTP) facility at Lilypond ; as part of efforts 
and commitment to end the gridlock along the Apapa port access roads.

Besides the respite the Truck Transit Park will give to motorist plying the Apapa and Tin Can roads and the general public, the TTP is expected 
to enhance effective port operations and improved service delivery.

Additionally, the TTP, set up to hold trucks under the call up system for trucks that have businesses to do at the Apapa ports, would give 
priority to truckers with empties and exports.

The Lilypond TTP facility has the capacity of 1000 units of normal size truck.  Besides, the parking space, the facility is to be equipped with 
critical infrastructures such as operational offices, vehicles, conveniences, illumination and personnel.

The flag off of activities at the facility, which begin in the first instance with the Lilypond TTP, then later the Tin Can Truck Park, was a climax 
of several successive joint efforts of many tiers of the Federal Government, the Management of the NPA and the stakeholders, at which 
solutions were proffered to the traffic congestion on the Apapa road.

Lilypond TTP facility was before now the Lilypond Container Terminal, concession to the APMT.  The 
Concession was revoked by the NPA Management to allow for its conversion.  This conversion which was 
done in national interest, is a surest way of substantially reducing the challenges of traffic problems 
within the Apapa corridor.

Prior to the flag off, the NPA Managing Director, Hadiza Bala Usman had through the Executive 
Director, Marine & Operations, Dr. Sokonte Davies, embarked upon a sensitisation programme to 
educate the stakeholders on the benefits of the transit truck park.

Hadiza Bala Usman who explained that the move was part of efforts to end the gridlock, assured 
stakeholders that the Authority as the Landlord would not fold its arms and allow total breakdown of the 
system.

She enumerated the plans put in place to ensure the success of the new arrangement.  This, include 
that the incoming task-force should ensure that all trucks are not allowed to park on the bridges, that 
shipping lines and terminal operators must synergise their operation to ensure the success of the call up 
system and that security agencies were to remove all categories of truck milling around the Port 
environment and traffic.  The agencies are to ensure that the Tin Can Island to Mile 2 corridor is open for 
optimal traffic and Port management.

Meanwhile, adding its weight to finding solutions to the problem of the Apapa traffic jam, the Senate 
Committee on Works has advocated for a multi sector approach between the NPA, the Nigeria Customs 
Service (NSC) and Nigeria Maritime Administration and Safety Agency (NIMASA) to give waivers to 
Exporters and Importers so as encourage them to use other Eastern ports, as a way to decongest Ports in 
the Lagos area.

At an emergency meeting the Committee held with key stakeholders in the nation’s Maritime sector, in 
Lagos recently, its Chairman, Senator Kabiru Gaya said a waiver to exporters and importers would 
encourage them to patronise other ports outside Lagos, as a way to reduce the pressure on ports within 
the Lagos area.

Senator Gaya, at the meeting, which was attended by representatives of the NPA, truck drivers 
associations, Lagos State Traffic Management Authority, Federal Roads Safety Commission and 
Shippers, stressed the need for cooperation of the various government agencies to make port operation 
easier and the urgent need to nip in the bud all the identified causes of the gridlock. 

Gaya expressed regret that in spite of the various government interventions, “it is a shame to all of us in 
Nigeria that this gridlock should continue.  This is unacceptable”.

GRIDLOCK:
NPA TO THE RESCUE,
COMMENCES LILYPOND TRUCK PARK
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NPA NewsQuote

I
n this month's edition, we spotlight the 
ground breaking elimination of the 
perennial gridlock which has greatly 
locked down business activities and 

vehicular movement within the Apapa 
corridor.

Also, the Managing Director Nigerian Ports 
Authority, Hadiza Bala Usman has enjoined the 

women folk to ensure balance in work and family 
life as well as resist any form of intimidation towards 
optimizing their potentials.
Our Health and Safety corner in this edition presents 7 
commonly overlooked safety issues in our day to day life and the 
need for everyone to seriously take positive measures to forestall 
the occurrence of unforeseen circumstances.
We also bring you tit bits from the 2019 Africa Public Relations 
Association [APRA] Conference with the theme: Africa and 
Story Telling …Changing the Narratives, held at the Serena 
Hotel Kigali the Rwandan Capital.
As part of its thrust at ensuring improved capacity building and 
boosting professionalism across board to meeting International 
standards, Management recently conducted a promotional 
examination for its qualified workforce.
These and many other juicy stories are presented for your 
reading pleasure.
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THE PESSIMIST COMPLAIN ABOUT 
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THE OPTIMIST EXPECTS IT TO 
CHANGE;
THE REALIST ADJUST THE SAILS.
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T
he Managing Director of the Nigerian Ports Authority (NPA), Hadiza 
Bala Usman has advised her female folk to balance work with family 
life, saying that “a woman needs to know when to draw a line and 
learn to devote quality time with the family, devoid of the 

interference from office activities”.
She however cautioned women not to nurse fears of starting small as 
such venture shall always blossom to their advantages; if they remain 
focused on the core issues.
Hadiza who was speaking at a round table 
cum-luncheon organized by Women 
in Management Business and Public 
Service (WIMBIZ), implored 
career women to leave their 
comfort zones and face their 
fears, because according to 
her such fears may be real 
a s  e xpe r i enced  by  
everyone, but that it is 
important to face them 
in order to overcome 
them.
At a recent event which 
took place at the Bon 
Hotel Stratton in Abuja 
with the topic “Freeing 
Yourself from Fear”, Hadiza 
also enjoined women to be 
ready to take risks and push back 
every boundaries that tend to 
limit them from success in every 
desires of their heart.
The Managing Director who 
also added that those women in 
paid employment, who cannot 
find fulfilment should leave such 
jobs to pursue their dreams as 
that is the only place they can 
find joy.
In a response to a question, 
Usman advised women not to 
force people to follow their 
steps adding that “your 
integrity and credibility will 
stand you out that such will 
automat ical ly  generate 
followers for you”.
As part of the highlights of the 
event, 15 new members from 
across the country were 
inducted as associates of the 
organization by Olubunmi 
Aboderin-Talabi who is the 
Chairperson of WIMBIZ.

T
he Management of Nigerian Ports Authority (NPA) in its 
determination at improving the morale of its employees 
for improved service delivery across board, recently 
conducted promotional examinations for its officers 

and staff. 
The exercise which was held in different Port locations across 
the country, was to test the competency level of officers and 
staff for higher responsibilities to ensure positive succession 
plan.
The entrants were tested and graded on various aspects 
ranging from aptitude test, performance appraisal and oral 
interview.

T
he Marine Engineering students of Global Maritime 
Academy, Ogoni, and Delta State paid an educational tour 
to Delta Ports, Warri recently.

The essence of the visit is to broaden their knowledge on the 
Maritime Operations. The students led by Mr. Udoh Usen, Head of 
Department Marine Engineering were taken on board the vessel 
(MT OVIA) by Capt. Olubola Femi and Engr. Yakubu Ali where they 
were given practical lectures to enhance the students learning 
process in the Maritime Industry.

A
 Seven (7) -  man committee on   Anti – Corruption has 
been inaugurated at the Nigerian Ports Authority (NPA) 
Onne Port Complex in Rivers State, even as the Port 

Manager, Alhassan Ismaila Abubakar and the State 
Commissioner of Independent Corrupt Practices Commission 
(ICPC) in Rivers, Mr. Alex Chukwurah tasked members and all 
officials on corruption free operations and services.
Onne Port Manager said that NPA - Onne Port is ready and 
prepared to key into the initiative of anti-corruption, noting 
that the operatives at Onne Port are conscious of 
implementing policies that will tackle corruption at the Port.   . 
Mr. Chukwurah, the ICPC Rivers State Commissioner, 
emphasized, “I am here to appeal to all to cooperate to move 
Nigeria forward, and to change the narrative and negative 
image of Nigeria in the international community.” Corruption 
he said goes beyond exchange of money to include undue 
treatment and abuse of processes and offices. 
The high point of the anti-corruption sensitization programme 
at Onne Port was the inauguration of the 7 – Man Anti-
Corruption Committee members with Mr. Sule Jibrin as the 
Chairman.

ANTI-CORUPTION
ONNE PORT COMPLEX INAUGURATES

7-MAN COMMITTEE
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